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The Lighthouse Keepers 
 
World Premiere – Birmingham Contemporary Music Group (July 2013) 
 
“Sawer’s music is often brilliantly inventive, evoking the gathering emotional and physical storm, and mingling live sounds with 
their distorted echoes.” – Ivan Hewett, The Telegraph 
 

 
Rumpelstiltskin Suite – Wigmore Hall (2013) 
 
“Another offering was the premiere of David Sawer’s Rumpelstiltskin Suite. Like Antonioni, Sawer specialises in original textures 
and aural transparency; I have never heard a harp sound so cavernously metallic, nor would I have imagined that a group of 
assorted woodwind instruments could so vividly evoke a peal of bells.” – Michael Church, The Independent **** 

 
“Rumpelstiltskin, on the evidence of this suite – about a third of the whole ballet – is a score like Benjamin’s that captures the 
essence of its narrative through instrumental sonorities: wonderful tone-images of the spinning of straw into gold, of wedding 
bells magically rung by high woodwind, of the grotesque Rumpelstiltskin himself on thudding tuba. Sawer is evidently a 
composer with a flair for pictures in sound, and though this is a long suite (most of 30 minutes) it never flagged for an instant.” – 
Stephen Walsh, The Arts Desk 

 
 
Flesh and Blood (2013) 
 
World Premiere – BBCSO / Ilan Volkov 

 
“If David Sawer and Howard Barker’s new ‘dramatic scena’, Flesh and Blood, isn’t already an advert for a full-blown opera, then 
someone needs to tell them to start pitching it. Sawer’s last high-profile stage work was Skin Deep, an operetta about plastic 
surgery. Flesh and Blood, however, goes far beyond the cosmetic. 
 
Around this spare and allusive text, Sawer let the BBC Symphony Orchestra, tightly controlled by Ilan Volkov, burst into an 
engrossing series of cold furies: twitching harp and guttural strings, distressed, fluttering woodwind and discordant brass 
fanfares almost Mahlerian in their weight. The baritone Marcus Farnsworth, in his fatigues, had a buttoned-up nobility, but the 
heartache came from Christine Rice as his dignified but shattered mother.” – Neil Fisher, The Times 
 
 
Rumpelstiltskin (2009) 
 
World Premiere – Birmingham Contemporary Music Group, Martyn Brabbins 
 
“The wordless reworking of a classic fairy tale makes its timeless message more alarming than ever. Sawer’s score is a rich broth 
of Petrushka-esque carnival music, Depression-era dance music and melancholy doynas, with 13 instruments providing the 
voices of the silent actors. It’s a work that is hard to categorise, neither dance nor opera, but storytelling through music and 
movement.... 
 
From the ever-darkening timbre of the alchemy music to the expansive horn solo, the brittle, syncopated wedding music, 
mocking flute and stuttering speech-rhythms, Sawer tightens his score with unerring focus.”  - Anna Picard, The Independent 
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Skin Deep (2009) 
 
“Sawer’s score commands a light touch, a terse rapidity, a witty scherzando manner that is Stravinskyan in its biting clarity, but 
aids him in emulating those masters of comic texture Rossini and Offenbach, whom he cites as models for Skin Deep. 
 
Sawer uses tonality in a completely fresh way, while drawing freely on more acerbic, modernist sounds native to him. An atonal 
operetta would be a strange beast indeed, but Sawer has found a plausible stylistic compromise. … There is a seductiveness, a 
glamour, to some passages; others are hard-hitting; and the general spareness of the approach (its resemblance to minimalism 
is skin deep) proves highly effective.”  - The Sunday Times  
 
 
Rebus (2004) 
 
World Premiere – musikFabrik, Cologne 
 
“Sawer develops his single-movement work from repetitions and incremental transformations of tiny melodic ideas. As with a 
puzzle, small melodic-rhythmic building blocks combine into an ultimate totality, isolated and fragmentary cells consolidated 
into motifs articulated melodically, rhythmically and dynamically, all becoming complementary within the voices’ structure. 
 
 
The sonic surface changes constantly in the course of the piece; various instrumental combinations alter the colour, while the 
motifs (comprised of only a few pitches) are subject to permanent transformation processes, reordering them in ever-new 
patterns and shapes. Sawer’s idea of objectivised, spatially imagined sonic images seems to be determining his strict handling of 
specific compositional rules; he leads the voices almost without exception in pairs or in threes, whereby the motifs are almost 
always set in contrary or parallel motion. All this makes for a nexus of horizontal and vertical motivic interweaving, axially 
symmetricalrelations – a kind of sonic rebus.” - Andreas Günther 

 
 
Piano Concerto (2002) 
 
World Premiere – Rolf Hind and BBC Symphony Orchestra  
 
“At its opening, soloist Rolf Hind tinkled lightly at the highest keys, while low brass rumbled ominous and distant disapproval. 
Solo instrument and ensemble had different plans of action, and while the brass led the orchestra into passages of loose-
limbed, almost jazzy rhythms, the piano rushed to fill the interstices with its elaborate filigrees.  
Momentum increased, generating fractured syncopations that pulsed through the orchestra. The realisation dawned that this 
was music you might actually want to dance to, yet it wasn’t minimalism or crossover, nor an evocation, nostalgic or otherwise, 
of pre-existing forms. Sawer’s title for the movement, ‘Dancing on the ledge’, aptly described the high velocity vertigo it induced. 
Eventually Hind hammered out a sustained low note that ushered in ‘Scape’, the slow movement. Short brass crescendos 
seemed to grow from the overtones of the piano’s well spaced notes as they hovered in the air. While the piano found brief 
companionship with harp and bells, the strings shuddered hesitantly to life before the opening movement’s staccato rhythms 
erupted once more in a brief but exuberant final flourish.” – Nick Kimberley,  The Independent 
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From Morning to Midnight (2001) 
 
World Premiere – ENO and Martyn Brabbins 
 
“His command of skills that brand-X composers take half a dozen operas to perfect is complete: dramatic shape and pace, the 
specific gravity of music-with-action. Structurally the piece is faultless. His musical language, very low on the squeaky-gate 
scale, need terrify no one: he loves his Debussy and Ravel (who doesn’t?) and has a nice line in some Prokofiev-style  
 
grotesquerie. Much more significant is the clarity of his musical thought: you know exactly why every note is there and what – 
operatically – it is for.”  - Rodney Milnes, The Times 

 
 
Tiroirs (1996) 
 
“It was probably significant that the most satisfying piece of the weekend, Tiroirs, by David Sawer, should come from a composer 
who makes no concessions to popularism, but who has proved his credentials outside the new music circuit, as his various 
orchestral commissions (such as his 1992 Proms piece, Byrnan Wood) and Tiroirs – cogently argued, witty and not a moment too 
long – eloquently testified.” - Anthony Bye, The Financial Times 
 
 

Byrnan Wood (1992) 
 
World Premiere – BBC Symphony Orchestra and Mark Wigglesworth 

 
“Sawer’s score shimmered with iridescent detail and pulsated with rhythmic energy. … His formidable control of this rapidly 
changing kaleidoscopic canvas and his apt colour schemes (including unusual effects and textures, notably the fragmenting of 
the normally unanimous string lines) produced gripping results.” - Meirion Bowen, The Guardian 

 
 

 


